Wisdom Nuggets: Pride Comes before a Fall Handout

Pride (the ungodly kind) isn’t always easily recognizable. Do you think you don’t struggle with pride? Take an honest look at yourself. You may have pride issues if you...

...have a hard time accepting correction.

...spend far more time getting your physical appearance “just right” than you spend getting your spirit right with God.

...have problems submitting to authority figures such as teachers, pastors, parents, and the law.

...blame others for your mistakes.

...are ever worried about others (friends, family, parents) making you look bad.

...have to have the last word of every argument.

...are insecure.

...never ask for help.

...often feel you deserve better than what you have.

...think of yourself as a humble person. (Truly humble people usually aren’t thinking of themselves at all.)

...think no one else can do things the way you can.

“Pride goeth before destruction, and an haughty spirit before a fall” (Proverbs 16:18).